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Boy racers some of them on the MT staff will be disappointed to learn the new Eclipse is no
longer the turbocharged, all-wheel-drive, performance-at-all-costs car it once was, but then
again, they didn't buy many of those cars, anyway-almost nobody did. In fact, only about 15
percent of all Eclipses sold were turbocharged models, and less than a third of those were
all-wheel-drive GSX derivatives-do the math and you find that GSX Eclipses accounted for only
5 percent of all those sold. With those limited sales numbers attached to a pricetag approaching
the size of some more well-mannered imports, the fate of the "ultra" Eclipse, as we knew it, was
sealed. Enter the current era of platform sharing, and the Eclipse could again make financial
sense. But, as we've seen with other sport coupes that have tried to go mainstream, there's a
danger of losing the original car's cultish appeal in favor of a watered down, less-offensive-in a
sense "safer"-design. Dan Sims, chief designer at Mitsubishi 's Design Center, stated, "Broad
appeal often translates to 'boring. As you can see from Sims' SST concept car, and the
production Eclipse alongside, he's certainly not in danger of boring anyone with his designs.
They're sporting, futuristic, industrial, and original. While interviewing Sims for this test, we
were surprised to learn that he began designing the Eclipse before the SST concept car-by a
couple of years, in fact. Just as the current model Eclipse known internally as the F24S hit the
showrooms in '95, Sims went to work designing the new production car code-named ST24S you
see here. Only a year after that was the Eclipse's design fixed, and a full year later, in '97, he
began working on the SST concept car. On the SST, the side strakes are exaggerated, as are the
wheel arches and grille, all of which are admittedly a bit excessive. In fact many of the details of
the SST are produced only by skilled modelers' hands and are not feasible, nor even possible,
for production. As we walked around the new Eclipse, Sims pointed out that many of the edge
details like those defining the sharp leading and soft trailing edges of the wheelwells, the abrupt
edge on the rocker panel, and even the trailing edge of the C-pillar are the result of extensive
wind-tunnel testing. Although these subtle sharp and round edge treatments seem only a
design element, they also perform an important aerodynamic role, helping the car achieve a 0.
That explanation aside, staff opinions on the bolder look were still divided. Inside, this Eclipse
feels far larger than its predecessor, especially in the rear where the former "micro-buckets" are
now real seats. Two reasonably sized adults can be comfortable in the back for a short ride, and
they don't have to crane their necks to the side as before. Up front, the additional room is a
function of clever design with large proportions and open, airy volumes of space. The previous
Eclipse's wraparound cockpit, although intimate, was abandoned for a roomier and more
symmetrical design. The optional leather-faced seats are firm and supportive, and the
adjustable-height steering wheel and wonderful short-throw shifter are perfectly placed.
Adjusting the stereo in one place and looking elsewhere for the readout takes a bit of getting
used to, but eventually makes sense. Once your fingers memorize which buttons change which
selections, your eyes barely need to leave the road to affirm the changes you've made to the
audio. With so much in common with the '99 Galant-platform, engine, and suspension-we
thought driving the new Eclipse would be like driving a Galant GTZ, but we were incorrect. Our
Eclipse GT was a V It's the basic 3. Combine this added power with a five-speed manual
transmission, and the Eclipse spanks its donor vehicle with a 6. That's not as fast as the
quickest Eclipse '95 GS-T we tested at 6. The higher-torque, lower-horsepower, naturally
aspirated V-6 in the new Eclipse is quicker off the line, but slower in the quarter mile than the
old turbo-and-intercooled I But with a swift Ultimate handling was shy of the previous car's
abilities, but again, the extra 2 inches in wheelbase and the more comfort-oriented
Galant-derived ride quality give the new Eclipse agreeable handling manners, where the old car
took more driver talent to extract its highter ultimate handling performance. The new Eclipse
dodged through the slalom cones at All things considered, the new car's suspension setup is
superior in normal driving, especially on concrete freeways, urban streets, and steep driveways
that used to make the previous car protest. As far as the raw performance numbers are
concerned, it's obvious that the Eclipse has gone to finishing school-not racing school-in its
latest iteration. Where the previous GS-T was quite quick but a little crude, the new GT is now
commendably speedy, but far more smooth and refined. Deciding if you like the new GT's more
compliant ride, smoother acceleration, and edgier looks better than the previous boy-racer
version is up to you. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Kevin Wing photographers
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of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the faculty and signal associates amongst the devices. A
wiring diagram usually gives recommendation roughly the relative tilt and treaty of devices and
terminals on the devices, to assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
doing more detail of the creature appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to put the accent on interconnections more than visceral appearance. A wiring diagram
is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that every the links have been

made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams function the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use normal symbols for wiring
devices, usually oscillate from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
only function where something is to be installed, but plus what type of device is brute installed.
For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant
has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent lively has out of the ordinary symbol. Each
type of switch has a every second story and in view of that complete the various outlets. There
are symbols that take action the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
assume membership of the house to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
along with tally up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or new special services.
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Automobile Mitsubishi Delica User Manual 50 pages. Mitsubishi Motors Corporation reserves
the right to make changes in design or to make additions to or improvements in its products
without imposing any obligations upon itself to install them on its products previously
manufactured. MFI: Indicates the multiport fuel injection, or engines equipped with the
multi-point injection. Page 5: Targets Of Development 2. Outstanding straight ahead stability
and lin- cent on the following points to meet the market ear steering response 4-wheel multi-link
needs and make the ECLIPSE a top car in its class. Outstanding braking performance Styling 1.
Difference between Items New model previous and new models 4, DOHC valve engine in- is
arranged with the engine on the passenger side creases domestic parts content. For AWD
stability and safety. Page Environmental Considerations 1 Use of non-asbestos material for
gaskets and cial considerations have been incorporated to make pads the ECLIPSE friendly to
driver and passengers and 2 Non-Freon parts to the earth. Use of Freon has been limited to the
neces The engine model numbe is stamped at the front side on the top edge of the cylinder
block as shown in the LJ following. Engine model Engine displacement A 2. Overall length 4, O
2, Page Features.. It is not equipped with a turbocharger. Compression ratio DOHC Integral oil
galleys within the cylinder head supplies oil to the hydraulic are arranged in two inline banks.
Incorporated pow- lash adjusters, camshaft and valve mechanisms. This design process
because the manufacturing process has changed. This is ance. The reason for this design is to
improve hydro- due to the intake and exhaust valve-to-valve interfer- carbon emissions by
eliminating valve pockets cut ence design. This accom- timing belt stretch over the life of the
belt. If the plished by installing the tensioner in a vise and tensioner fails, it is not serviceable
and should be slowly compressing the plunger. The rear main oil seal is a one-piece lip seal that
requires a special sleeve for installation. Then, the coolant is routed from The water pump is
mounted onto the front of cylinder head to both heater core and the radia- the cylinder block,
and is driven by the cogged The The fuel tank is made of steel and is arranged under fuel cut-off
valve assembly prevents outflow of fuel the rear seat floor for higher safety. The fuel tank even
when the vehicle rolls over, assuring a higher has an internally mounted fuel pump assembly
and measure of safety. Page Control System Major differences from the 4G63 2. Closed throttle
position switch is not equipped. The MAP age. While the engine operates, the PCM detersensor converts intake manifold pressure into volt- mines intake manifold pressure from the
MAP sen- age. The TPS is a variable resistor from approximately 0. A target magnet attaches to
volts as the target magnet rotates. When the north the rear of the camshaft and indexes to the
correct pole of the target magnet passes under the sensor, position. In each group of the

crankshaft position sensor output voltage. When timing reference notches, the first notch
represents a metal portion of the counterweight aligns with 69 degrees before top dead center
BTDC. Also, gas. Based on this input, the PCM fine tunes the it allows the system to remain in
Closed Loop opera- air-fuel ratio by adjusting injector pulse width. The sensor is located in the
transaxle exten- Under idle conditions, the PCM adjusts the idle air sion housing. The MFI relay
automatic shut down pump relays after receiving the camshaft position relay supplies battery
voltage to the fuel injectors. The PCM provides head cover. High tension leads route to each
cylinder a ground contact circuit for energizing the coil. The converters bustion chamber. The
catalyst monitor uses a pair :j are referred to as three-way because they specifical- of inputs to
indirectly measure just how effective ly address three pollutants hydrocarbons, carbon Before
the PCM can alter the programmed injector pulse width, it must enter closed loop operation. The
re- quirements for closed loop operation are listed be- Once in the closed loop control, the
feedback sys- low: tems begin to operate. Short term while driving in this cell, the cell will
require updating compensation kicks in lean, then ramps lean until to aid in fuel control. This is
required because as engine speed of cylinder firing opportunities during any revolu- increases
or load decreases, the overall effect of tion monitored segment, the MIL immediately begins
Lower combustion introducing non-combustible exhaust gases into the chamber temperatures
result in lower NOx emis- combustion chamber. When activated, the solenoid allows vacuum
EGR valve. The amount of the shift indirectly monitors the operation of the system. For proper
commu- If the twists are not maintained throughout the bus nication, the wires must be twisted
together at 1. The differential occurs are needed: when two parts of the communication chip, the
cur- rent sink and the current source, are used by the parallel to all modules. When the so as
not to decrease the driveability. This support method on the principal axis inertia is a structure
that supports the top of the engine FEATURES Brackets cast from aluminum are used for the
The mount elements are arranged near the roll Refer to P. Major improvements Remarks ECU
control of the generator is adopted. Improves idling speed stability electric loads. Two
transistors inside the engine control module When the engine coolant temperature is faulty,
control the radiator fan and the air conditioning con- the fan motors radiator and condenser are
denser fan motor according to the engine coolant In this case, send the diagnostic output
signals. Some signals are monitored all the trouble code erase signal from the scan tool to the
time, and others only under specified conditions. Diagnostic trouble code No. Calculate a
frequency ratio RF of output signals, oscillating from lean to rich or vice versa, from the front
and rear 02 sensors Page Components Function Vehicle speed sensor It generates a pulse
signal proportional to vehicle speed revolving speed of the transaxle output gear. Control unit It
receives signals from the vehicle speed sensor and each switch, and uses a micro-computer to
control all functions of the auto-cruise control. It also circuit, micro-computer, constant voltage
power sup- ply circuit, micro-computer monitor circuit and output outputs system diagnostic
test code results and conditions of input signals to the diagnostic output interface circuit. It
offers the following features. Differential 1. Reverse brake Clutch housing 2. Input shaft 3.
Bearing retainer 4. When the synchro- reverse , constant mesh transaxle. First and se- ers are
not engaged with any of the gears, power is not transferred to the output shaft. Because the
synchroniz- The shaft. The output shaft pinion gear turns the differen- power coming in the
input shaft goes through the tial ring gear. The sleeve turns the synchronizer hub and The
synchronizer sleeve moves rearward to the output shaft, The output shaft pinion gear turns
engage the clutch teeth on the second-speed gear. The output shaft gage the third-speed gear
clutch teeth. Input power pinion gear turns the differential ring gear. The gear goes through the
input shaft, into the synchroniz- ratio for third is 1. The The synchronizer sleeve moves
rearward to output shaft pinion gear turns the differential ring gear. The gear ratio for fourth is
1. The output gage the fifth-speed gear clutch teeth. Input power shaft pinion gear turns the
differential ring gear. The rear of the rear case. Rear sealed ball bearing Input The assembly
consists of the bearing housing, bearing, and seal. The seal prevents transmission fluid leakage
into the clutch disc area. The assembly consists of the input shaft, and thrust washers. The
speed gears all have clutch teeth First, second and reverse gears are machined on and cones,
which are used to equalize shaft speeds the shaft. Third, fourth and fifth speed gears ride
during shifts. The clutch teeth engage with the syn- on caged needle bearings that rotate on the
shaft chronizer sleeves and the cones engage with the journals. Front roller Output shaft The
rear of the shaft the input shaft to the differential ring gear. The front is supported by a sealed
ball bearing located in of the output shaft rides in a caged roller bearing the rear case. Individuchronizer assembly, first and second speed gears, al components are not serviceable because
of the snap rings and needle bearings. First and second- heat and press operations, if any of the
components speed gears use caged needle bearings that rotate fail the entire assembly must be
replaced. Reverse idler gear Rear case support Front case The idler gear allows the output shaft

to turn in the opposite direction for reverse operation. Front tapered roller bearing roller bearing
Differential assembly The ring gear is an open center design and is bolted to the differential
case. The pinion gear of the output shaft is in constant mesh with the ring gear which pro- vides
torque to the differential. The hub has inner splines that engage the shafts and outer splines
that the sleeve rides on. It consists of a stop ring, friction cone, shim, needle bearing and
bearing race. If a shift to reverse is attempted before the clutch completely Stop ring cone spins
down stops turning the brake will stop the input shaft before the idler gear engages any other
gear. The assembly consists of the selector, shaft, housing, and pin. Selector housing The
selector housing blocks the other shift forks and prevents a shift into two gears at the same
time. When it moves to the rear of the transaxle, fourth gear is obtained. When the 5-R shift fork
moves to the front of the transaxle, fifth gear is obtained. Damper clutch Output speed sensor 2.
Torque converter 3. Case Planetary gear set 4. Oil pump Output shaft gear 5. Input speed sensor
Transfer shaft Damper clutch 9. Transfer idler gear 2. Torque converter Rear cover 3. Oil pump
Input shaft 4. Front clutch Transfer drive gear 5. Kick-down brake End clutch 6. Rear clutch
Transfer shaft 7. Transfer drive gear 1. End clutch 2. Transfer driven gear 3. Center differential 4.
Viscous coupling 5. The clutch lining material is not bonded to either the piston or the torque
converter cover in the F4ACl transaxle, it is free floating. With the exception of direct gear, one
input hydraulically. Four of the clutches are released with clutch and one holding clutch must
be applied to d obtain a gear range. In direct gear, two input clutches spring. Line pressure is
supplied to returns with tension from the coil spring between the clutch from the valve body,
through passages the piston and spring retainer. The pressure pushes clutch assembly. The
clutch pack is held on the the piston forward and applies the overdrive clutch. The rear carrier
assembly is respon- sible for providing all output power for the transaxle assembly. In other
words, all output from the transaxle must go through the rear carrier. The carrier and cause the
rear carrier assembly to rotate underdrive hub is splined to the rear sun gear. The front In
reverse, input power is through the reverse clutch. The ring gear is bolted to the differential
case and when rotated drives the case. The F4ACl uses a crescent type gear pump. The inner
gear is driven by the torque converter hub. The pump supplies unregu- lated pressure to the
regulator valve. The regulator valve con- trols or limits pump pressure. Its job is to send line
pressure to the appropriate hydraulic circuits and solenoids. The valve has three operating
ranges or positions. These solenoids allow oil pressure to the clutch when de-ener- gized and
are referred to as normally applied valves. When the oil temperature is approxi- Fluid venting
mately 20 degrees Fahrenheit or less, the valve will be fully from UD clutch through Ul orifice
open to assist in venting oil past the Ul orifice. To provide smoother engagement, identical for
both the Park and Neutral positions. This con- When the transaxle is in neutral, and vehicle
speed figuration is ready to engage any forward gear, de- a ove eight mph, all friction elements
are disen- pending on vehicle speed and throttle position. This neutralizes the effects of line
pressure is allowed through the manual valve the larger valve on the regulator valve. With only
IL directly to the reverse clutch and also through the the smaller valve working against the
regulator valve, the regulator valve spring further closes down lator valve is designed to
increase line pressure This is to prevent solenoid. The selection difference line pressure is
directed to all four solenoids. When the TCM recognizes a With the solenoids de-energized, line
pressure is problem or is unable to function properly, the trans- directed to the and underdrive
clutches. Line axle goes into a default or limp-in mode. To shift into direct gear, the TCM
energizes the The line pressure has also been reduced by using line pressure from the same
overdrive clutch circuit sure to the underdrive and overdrive clutches. Both the valves shift to
the left. This is fully engaged it is called CC On. This shifts the transaxle shuts off line pressure
to the underdrive clutch. The into overdrive by allowing only the and overdrive TCM also
de-energizes the solenoid and allows clutches to be applied. For EMCC. The shut-down
sequence is more precise control over transaxle function. An will vary depending on which gear
the transaxle added advantage of the system is that it can help is in and what the vehicle speed
is at the time the the technician find a problem in a malfunctioning It receives information from
several inputs for making decisions on how the transaxle should function. Some of the
information is used only by the TCM, and some of the informa- tion is shared with other
components through the CCD bus. Direct Battery Voltage There is constant battery voltage
supplied to the any time, it will lose the adaptive memory and have TCM, even when the ignition
is turned off. The sensor is located on the front side of the transaxle case, close to the bell
housing. Even though the sensor is called the input speed sensor, the sensor is actually
generating a signal from the torque converter turbine through the input clutch hub. All three
switches send the same type of information to the TCM. These switches tell the TCM if there is
hydraulic pressure in their particular circuits. The direct input is required to provide immediate
information for use by the TCM control logic. The following items are output components sors,

evaluates the input, then uses it to control operated by the TCM. This system is called PCM. The
output speed sensor signal Using the transaxle output speed sensor for the is sent to the TCM
and used as the vehicle speed vehicle speed signal has resulted in reduced You have the
primary input and output requirements. By doing probably asked yourself this question more
than this we will be able to use simple block diagrams, once as you pondered some transaxle
problems. The SLP logic function screens the input codes from the switches and provides an
SLP output signal to control actual gear selection. Time calculation excludes from a
combination of inputs. The predicted fluid operation in park and neutral. For all gear ratios this
is As with most automatic transmissions, including the the rule, except Direct Drive 3 where
output is achieved by applying two input clutches. When shifting to first gear, the Solenoid A
SSV diagnostic trouble code will only be stored Switch Valve SSV must be in the downshifted
posi- if the transaxle operating temperature range is hot, An engine braking condition
Immediate Shutdown -To cause an immediate shut- down to occur, all solenoids are turned off
at the may also result at high vehicle speeds. To cause an immediate shutdown the At the end
of either shutdown routine, the failure condition will be recorded in memory. The key interlock
device installed in the inside of the ignition key cylinder consists of the slide lever, nder cam
lever and revolving cam. As a result, the key interlock cable is caught on lock cam and the cam
lever inside the ignition key cylinder is turned in the direction of the The center the compact
center bearing, the insulator for installa- bearing, provided with front and rear oil seals, is tion of
the bearing to the body has been changed compact, lightweight and has excellent vibration and
in shape to further reduce vibration. FEATURES ABS equipped vehicles have a wheel speed The
unit bearing consists of inner and outer detection rotor on the rear axle shaft and a races and an
oil seal for lower rotating resistance speed sensor on the knuckle. A BJ type joint is used on the
hub side. Rear crossmember Differential mount 11x New multi-link design 2. Page axis is
formed. In addition, the upper arms have The front suspension is similar to that introduced been
raised above the tire level to improve both on the Galant. It is a multi-link structure featurdirectional stability and ride. Coil spring In this ar- and the wheel center results in a lower
steering movement at the time when the vehicle is accel- rangement, a virtual kingpin axis is
formed on the erated or goes over a bump on road, assuring line connecting the external vertex
of the upper arm If the double- wishbone type suspension has a high-mounted upper arm,
therefore, the extension of the kingpin axis will meet the ground at a point inside the center of
the ground contacting area of Page Effects of Negative Offset Geometry Vehicle moving
direction 1 When the brake pedal is depressed on a running vehicle The direction The direction
with one wheel on a slippery surface, a force is produced toward which which causes the
vehicle to pull toward the side with larger the wheels road surface resistance to the right in the
case illustrated tend to pull Page Effects of Reduced Wheel Center to Kingpin Axis Offset 1
When the vehicle is accelerated or decelerated, 3 In the multi-link suspension, the offset is as or
when it goes over a projection on road without small as about a third of that in a strut type d
braking, the traction acting on the wheel center suspension and about one half of that in a
generates a moment around the kingpin axis Page HIGH-MOUNTED UPPER ARM it receives
smaller camber affecting force as When a side force or any other force acts on the compared to
the case with a low-mounted upper tire in a way to change its camber angle, the degree arm see
the illustrations below , and enough wheel of the rigidity that supports the tire depends on the
supporting rigi,dity is ensured even with a softer These effects help provide outstanding
directional stability by making and reduced kingpin angle. Page for well balanced rigidity, a best
compromise be- The rear suspension is similar to that introduced tween high-level directional
stability and riding com- on the Galant. It is a new development in fort has been realized in the
suspension. Page A high-mounted upper arm and a combination of In addition, optimum
arrangement of the individual arms and proper selection of the individual bushings bone
configuration having a virtual kingpin axis. Also, under the side forces that are generated during
a turn, the toe angle of the outer wheel changes in such a way that the toe-in state will be
maintained thanks to the balance in rigidity of the individual The air bag incorporated in the
steering wheel The steering wheel has been specially designed provides the driver with
additional protection for improved maneuverability and good view against the shock from a
front-end collision. At the same time, the bellows of the steering shaft L are deformed. During
this process, the shock Steering bushing load is absorbed by the friction between the Bellows
Upper column lower column and the inside surface of the steer- ing bushing attached to the
upper column. Tie rod end 2 Double-lip type oil seals are used in the power cylinder to improve
the reliability. The 4-wheel anti-lock brake system 4ABS prevents skid- ding that may result from
locked wheels, thereby assuring safe braking. A tandem type master cylinder. The master
cylinder for the ABS equipped ve- On ABS equipped vehicles, a filter is provided hicles
incorporates a center valve to cope with Page diaphragm configuration can utilize a doubled

pres- Brake booster comes in three types: mm 9 in. An appropriate one of spheric pressure, so
that a large boosting effect them is used to each model variation. Drum in-disc brakes with
dedicated parking For improved safety, the brake pad employs brake shoes and drum. When a
failure occurs in the system, you can the previous one. Page Relay Box Pump motor relay m
The motor relay and valve relay are mounted on the hydraulic unit. Furthermore, in order to
prevent the ECU and braking hydraulic pressure. Page Diagnostic Trouble Codes Conditions
detected as a result of diagnosis are These codes are readable by connecting the scan ,
associated with a total of 18 codes including that tool. When the scan tool is not used, they are
also d for normal state, and the codes are stored in the readable from the ABS warning light
which is turned volatile memory. When the System is in Order Code No. In this system, the Low
control by the Select Low valves. Page Control with G-sensor and a high frictional resistance
road and makes Since four wheels are connected in AWD models, the ABS control reliable by
switching the method the four wheels may decelerate almost in phase. This tendency is
especially strong on a low frictional resistance road; ABS system with the on-board diagnostic
function. Page Diagnostic Trouble Codes Conditions detected as a result of diagnosis are These
codes are readable by connecting the scan associated with a total of 14 codes including that for
normal state, and the codes are stored in the When the scan tool is not used, they are also readvolatile memory. Diagnostic Trouble Code Indication Method Diagnostic trouble codes are
indicated as described below, depending on failure conditions in the system. System failure
condition Display on scan tool Display by voltmeter No failure detected in the No diagnostic
trouble code displayed. The brake is either a drum type or a drum-in-disc type. Page The main
body monocoque body is highly-rigid The keyless entry system which allows the doors and
excellent in noise and vibration reduction. It to be locked and unlocked by remote control has
also reduces vehicle weight. Am- steel panels not only reduces the body weight but ple use of
high-tensile steel panels and galvanized ensures good corrosion control. This also improves
sealing between the catches have been provided in the weatherstrip hold- weatherstrip and
door glass. This reduces noise ers to prevent the door glasses from being drawn generated by
the air drawn out by negative pressure outward by the negative pressure during high-speed
Page 2. Page 2 Door Unlocking Operation by Door Lock Switch When the unlock side of the
door lock switch is turned ON, the unlock side coil of the door d lock power relay is energized to
operate the door lock actuators and unlock the doors. Therefore, the outside of glass rigid X
type window glass regulators have been is less vulnerable to damage. On power window
equipped vehicles, the power window switch has been changed to lower the door The door
glass is supported by a whole length of hollow lip provided in the door belt line molding. Page
Doors 2. Operation of LOCK Switch When the lock switch of the power window main the power
window main switch or power window switch is placed at the lock position, the front passensub switch. The system is similar pressed by mistake, all the doors will be re- to the one
introduced on the GT. Receiver Switched over between the operation and memorizing modes by
the code registration switch. In the operation mode, the receiver compares the signal received
from the transmitter by the built-in antenna with the code stored in the receiver and outputs the
drive signal to the ETACS-ECU and dome light only when the signal coincides with the code.
Page Transmission Code Transmission switch The illustration at left shows a code transmitted
from the trans- mitter. When the switch is operated once, three data codes following the cyclic
code are sent. One data code comprises a total of 51 bits, of which 21 bits are used to constitute
a Transmission code secret code for identification of the user, and the remaining 25 bits are
used for system identification, etc. This glass motion, the roof lid glass immediately stops. In
the slide close mode only, however, the motor 30 sec. Page BODY - Electric Sunroof switch has
been placed at OFF, the sunrdof 3 Once the sunroof reaches its fully closed posi- tion in less
than 30 seconds after the ignition can no longer be operated. The bumpers, door mirrors, and
side protection mouldings some models color coordinated with the vehicle body. Large resin
bumpers wrapped round the corners up to the wheel arches. This function is performed They
also contribute to the reduced aerodynamic together with the rear window defogger function
drag, and offer the following features: by operating the rear window defogger switch. It has the
following characteristics. When the memory lever is released, the lever engages with the
memory plate, completing the memorizing opera- tion. When the slide adjustment switch is
operated, the motor starts and rotates worm gear A in the gear box via the cable wire. This
rotating torque is transmitted through gears A and B to Lower rail worm gear B. Page The rear
seat comes in two types, bench type and the luggage compartment as an additional cargo split
type. Both types can be tilted forward, to extend loading space. It consists of an adjuster rail, a
slider and a pushbutton provided on the seat belt sash guide. The adjuster rail is secured to the
center pillar and provided with five holes in which the lock pin of the slider may fit. Follow label
instructions when servicing SRS. Page Refer to service manual before servicing or dis-

assembling underhood components. Improper service procedures can result in the Do vice
manual, center front wheels and remove not disassemble or tamper. Do not perform diagnosis.
Do not touch with electrical test equipment or probes. The right and left impact sensors and
safing impact sensor. One front front impact sensors are connected in parallel. It is provided at
the center of the steering wheel. Caution Make sure that the air bag is never disassembled. The
container. It is provided above the glove box. Module cover Air bag The air bag, made of nylon
cloth lined with rubber Page Inflator The inflator has a squib, ignition cord fuse , priming to
burn. Combusion of the gas generator produces powder, gas generator, filter, etc. Page 2 In
approximately 20 milliseconds after the collision, the air bag folded in the pad cover will begin
to inflate, the pad cover will break at its crease, and the air bag will expand outward. This
supplies squib ignition current, sors, squib, wiring harness, condensers, battery volt- even if the
power cable from the battery is broken age etc. Supplying squib ignition energy The energy for
ignition of the squib is supplied by two circuits; the battery of the vehicle and the condensers.
Even if the Dower voltage to the SRS diagnostic unit is lost. Page 3. Diagnostic function Fault
diagnosis continues to be performed during the period the ignition switch is ON except during
cranking. If a fault is detected, the SRS warning light is lit. The operating principle is described
below. The upper and lower wheel air bag module and column switch body cases are mounted
to the steering column. When the SRS is in good order, the light should illuminate for
approximately 7 seconds after the ignition key has been turned ON, or the engine has been
started, and will then go out. Gold plating of electronic control system terminals 2. Page The
on-board diagnostic system comprises the fol- lowing functions to assure better serviceability.
Auto-cruise control Diagnostic trouble code low speed signal output Diagnostic trouble code
high speed signal output Service data high speed signal output Actuator test low speed signal
Actuator test high speed signal Simplified inspection Group size 86 B. Group size 86 Capacity
5HR Reserve capacity min. Cold cranking current Double-action lever 16X Page EQUIPMENT Lighting The headlight system is a thin, flush-surfaced, The LED Light Emitting Diode type
high-mounted stop light is used on rear spoiler equipped vehicles, headlight is a multi-reflector
design in which the while the bulb type is installed on the vehicles not light rays from the bulb
are directed by the multi- equipped with rear spoiler. This design eliminates the lens cut from
the outer lens, providing a characteristic appearance. Outer lens It is also a pointer whose
pointer moves smoothly without vibrations type to provide good visibility. Page and generates a
4-pulse electric signal for each The rotating shaft of the vehicle speed sensor is rotation of the
speedometer driven gear. The rotation of the driven gear is transmitted NOTE to a magnet via
the rotating shaft. The windshield wiper comes in two types; two speed type with fixed interval
intermittent function, and The windshield washer tank is installed in the two speed type with
variable intermittent function. Page compartment. On turbo vehicles, the windshield The rear
wiper has an intermittent wiper function washer tank is also used as a rear washer tank. The
washer is one-nozzle, two-jet type. The ETACS control unit has an input check function which
makes it possible to easily check whether the circuit from the input switch to the
microprocessor in the control unit is function- ing properly or not. Then AND2 outputs H signal
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itch and the to cause the detector circuit to operate. When any of the doors or tailgate is
opened AND outputs H signal which operates the timer circuit. When the ignition switch is
turned to the ON The timer output causes the transistor to be position, the H signal of the
ignition switch and ON for II minutes. The defogger relay is also the H signal of the constant
voltage are input placed in the ON position to operate the defog- to AND. Page When the door,
liftgate or hood locked by the speci- The system is composed of the components de- fied
procedure is opened without using the key or scribed below. It features an independent
face-lev- atoms as the refrigerant gas to meet the CFC control regulations that call for
protection of the ozone layer. For the location of the refrigerant temperature switch, refer to the
Construction Diagram on P. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
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